
The similar organizational and leading professional “DNAs” should tell us that the environment of justice has 
changed significantly, and is rapidly evolving away from what may be written on paper as legal rights, and what 
people have been told they should expect from the USA.  

I suggest you lick your finger, stick it up in the wind, and notice which way it’s blowing. 
That’s not done by consulting neighbors, and (WHY is this so hard to understand?) paid-for journalism, print or 
especially not, on-line, much as I appreciate the same and read both.  IN THESE FIELDS we are dealing with the 
outsourcing of supposed government “services”  and then the expansion of those services to the size of whatever 
restraint the public does (not, currently) put on monitoring their government’s expenditures and monitoring the 
known recipients of its “blessings “ (grants and contracts).  

I am talking about allowing the ruling of too many by too few, but the many, on their part (and it IS a part) have been 
irresponsible -- as they’ve been coached -- and financially  illiterate about government versus private entities, and 
about what happens when, for specified noble causes (pick one -- there are many), it’s no longer government, but 
Public/Private together. 

And that means, sticking your head -- regularly  -- into organizational tax returns, corporate filings, and databases 
(Such as TAGGS.hhs.gov) which report on grants distributed, with a mental note about just how many federal 
agencies don’t even bother to pretend giving the public (who funds them, at least in part) free access to a functional 
database showing where the money  has been spent, in a form usable by someone with basic secretarial skills, at a 
high school level, i.e., who can run basic search-and-select reports from a website which tells them how  to.  Drill 
down enough until you find the bedrock, something solid, and wear more than boots.  There 
will be slime.
On the other hand, sometimes the material so out-there; it’s seriously good stand-up comedy.  In the long run, 
what’s really comical is that that any  one is expected to take SOME of these governmental/organizational behaviors 
seriously.  

When you’re done laughing (in incredulity) -- it’s OK if you also laugh at my attempts to present it -- do get serious 
about checking out REGULARLY-- in these subject matters (family courts, and domestic violence, child abuse, 
child support, divorce and custody  ....)  whether you are hearing (on-line) from a shell corporation, a 
non-corporation posing as one, or a “ghost,” meaning, it existed once, for branding purposes probably, 
and then ceased reporting its income (which is for any tax exempt which continues to not fail, tax evasion 
-- and directors can be held personally liable for funds -- at the NOT tax-exempt level - in addition to fines).  
Then again, when the participants may  be judges, district attorneys (city attorneys, in one case here), or others who 
might be prosecuting, where does that leave us?
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About this Document, a Bit of a Riff, and Preface
I left a “lead-in section” on Oak County, Michigan Friend of the Court (Pushing Parent Education) and added to it a 
short an “appeal for Reason and Due-Diligence Research,” then moved on to a review of BISC-MI conference 
history and recent (April 2015) presenters from “Advancing the Narrative: Inspiring the Future.”  Who’s 
networked with whom, and which among the mix sounds like, but is not, a legally and fiscally registered, and 
compliant with tax and charity filings, entity.  This BISC-MI material was written over only about two days, recently. 

“WHO’d a-thunk it?”  I  was somewhat alert to this pattern, but am still rubbing my eyes at how 
FAST money flows through noncompliant nonprofits and gets lost, shortly thereafter, while their 
promoters and owners are on the conference circuit, obviously in need of keeping up the favorable 
press lest the public figure out what’s up fiscally.

I wasn’t about to keep this fascinating and somewhat entertaining information to myself “this late in 
the game.” Take a deep breath -- there are some long sentences to deliver the who did what, 
when, and under what conditions. It is meant to be read in one piece, and the supporting 
EVIDENCE is below, and available (for the persistent) for free on-line to check out. The tan box is 
summary. Below it, after reviewing the tax returns again, and finding significant screw-ups, I looked 
up the tax preparer of one 2004 return and find such screw-ups incredible, in context.

 “NOTHING BUT THE TAIL LIGHTS” IN SAN DIEGO (MULTIPLE, EVOLVING NONPROFITS, A 
TALE OF SEVERAL TAX RETURNS). If THIS is the business model, representing character traits 
of organizations and their leaders, it should be stopped cold, now!

I uncovered new connections in the very fine print  (“VERY FINE PRINT”) on an obscure tax  2008 return in which a 
California tax-exempt corporation (501(c)3) pushed into existence by a raised-religious1 City  Attorney  and his DV 
connections, a business and justice model promoted nationwide with support from the USDOJ-downward, 
since 2003 and by President George W. Bush-forward as a wonderful way to help victims of domestic 
violence, child abuse, and other really bad stuff (and which has since that tax  return again changed its name, 
before linking or being linked as a SPONSOR under a misleading name to the latest BISC-MI conference in 
Michigan) in 2008) reporting as required on a Schedule-N, liquidated more than 25% of its assets (over $1 
million, some of which came from USDOJ/OVW grants over the years) to a “CAMP HOPE, INC” which then 
promptly -- having never, to date, existed other than as an empty, non-filing business entity (and eventually, 
registered charity) closed itself down, transferring assets to another one, attaching a separate Schedule-N 
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“we’re liquidating our assets” form to its very first filing which acknowledged receipt of ANY funds . . . 
while being pursued for the California Office of Attorney General (which regulates charities) for failing to 
file, failing to sign when it did file, failing to provide proper forms when it decided (immediately afterwards, 
apparently) to dissolve itself and having to be basically hunted down to produce paperwork that is BASIC 
to legal functioning as a charitable organization in the state.  [I’ll review  this with exhibits, so don’t worry if it 
doesn’t make complete sense in a fast description here...]].

This next part I just discovered in the last 24 - 48 hours. In part because the fine print is nearly  invisible, in part from 
again reviewing the situation of rotating nonprofits around this central “Family  Justice Center” theme, none of 
which are particularly compliant in their short lives, and if their lives are long, they frequently change 
names.  The song which comes to mind is “Nothing but the Tail Lights.”  (<= Trace Adkins Lyrics, or see Clint 
Black youtube, slightly  different lyrics). She took off with his car, leaving him “walking in the moonlights, looking at 
the tail lights.”   

Here, In the Head Lights, lots of PR (and conference participation), including local press AND support from the 
then-president of President of the United States of America  In the Tail Lights, which is to say here, tax  returns, 
well, a cloud of dust and tangled accounts of what happened to the money, complete with 
missing years, organizations that “bit the dust” and “oops, sorry!” explanations for why.  This is 
complicated by the fact of it being also a public/private partnership model, and I still wonder why, when the 
California OAG was on the trail of this particular charity, years of tax returns which I was able to find on-line, are not 
uploaded to their site. Were they never turned in?  And, something not usually found on line as they are 
delivered first to the state attorney general’s office, are the required annual charity registration forms (here, 
“RRFs.”) The organization which only started in 2003, has no RRFs prior to 2008 (when it liquidated those 
assets) shown.

The fine print on the subsequent “Schedule N” on CAMP HOPE, INC. talked of returning the donation to “Serenity 
Fund,” conspicuously leaving the “EIN#” column blank and the font so small as to be almost illegible.  Using “Zoom” 
function, I found a PO Box, found the associated owners (apparently) of the home, and looked them up, and said 
“Serenity Fund”  in San Diego.  Meanwhile, in somewhat fast sequence, (2015 spring and fall) it appears their 22 
year old son was arrested for attempting to kidnap a 7 year old girl from an elementary school (duct tape was 
involved), and the father, through psychotherapist, helped turn him in.  [NBCSanDiego:  Son of Affluent San Diego 
Businessman Arrested in Attempted Kidnapping]

No kidding!   April, 2015 (from that link):
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Gore [Reporting Sheriff] said Doshay lives with his parents in Fairbanks 
Ranch. NBC 7 has learned Doshay is the son of Glenn Doshay, a San Diego 
businessman who is a minority stake owner of the San Diego Padres. 

Glenn and Karen Doshay are well-known in San Diego as philanthropists. In fact, Jack 
Doshay was profiled by the San Diego Union-Tribune in 2006 for donating $2,000 from  
his bar mitzvah gifts to a local charity.

In a related link within the article, the victim’s father said, “This Guy Messed with the Wrong Girl.”:

The suspect allegedly walked onto the campus armed with a roll of duct tape and 
tried to wrap the tape around the girl’s head and carry her off.
Deputies said the young girl screamed and managed to escape, and the suspect 
fled the scene.

In Sept. he was re-arrested in connection with that crime and another in 2010, and received $5M bail.  His 
bail was posted.

Jack Doshay Re-arrested in connection with an earlier molestation case

Posted 9/2/2015, updated 9/8, SAN DIEGO (KUSI) -  A man already accused of 
attempting to kidnap and molest a 7-year-old girl from her Solana Beach school earlier 
this year pleaded not guilty Wednesday to 10 felony charges, including counts related to 
a similar incident five years ago. ... 

Doshay, a member of an affluent Fairbanks Ranch family, was taken back to jail 
following his arraignment at the Vista courthouse. The defendant had been out of 
custody since April on the lower bail amount. {{$2.5 million...}}

According to Deputy District Attorney Ryan Saunders, Doshay is also charged with child 
molest counts involving a crime in September of 2010, in which he allegedly lured a 
5-year-old girl behind a shed after school at Solana Santa Fe Elementary and tried to 
remove her pants.  The girl screamed, kicked her attacker and got away

Bail was doubled to $5 million for Doshay, who was indicted by a grand jury last week 
and faces 50 years to life in prison if convicted.
Doshay, whose father is a minority owner of the San Diego Padres, is due back in court 
Dec. 14 for a readiness conference. Trial is set for Jan. 19.
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Jack Doshay is innocent until proven guilty.  However, he since “release” he’s been doing time at a locked 
psychiatric facility, with an ankle bracelet and GPS and 24-hour monitoring. (Sep 4, SD Union Tribune)  
And the son is not the mother and father.  However, let’s not forget the Serenity Fund (name for what 
appears to be a private Doshay trust, with mother and father as directors) having helped set up the initial 
SDJFCF, with help from government and primarily to set up “Camp Hope” I feel even less comfortable with 
the setup:

Meanwhile, the Serenity  Fund donations, are also washing straight through their foundation (In and Out in similar 
amounts, each year) with a focus on grants to anything involved with vulnerable youth, foster care, sick kids, and 
the startup funding of $1.5M on its FIRST tax  return, for the San Diego Family  Justice Center Foundation (in the 
first of its many business names) with the purpose of starting Camp Hope, Inc.   Camp Hope remains SOS/FTB 
suspended as an organization and Delinquent as a Charity, plus showing zero assets of course.  Meanwhile Camp 
Hope California Bethel, Inc., formed in 2013, has not yet registered as a charity.  The name “San Diego Family 
Justice Center Foundation” having been abandoned at some unidentified time in the past (which I don’t know as the 
state charitable registry has not uploaded any documentation on the group prior to 2008, or removed any  that might 
have been there earlier), was picked up again by a new group in 2014.

A bit more of the who else has been dancing to this tune...

However, Camp Hope, Inc. had just received over $1M from the other organization, making me wonder 
why an OVW2 _funded organization which routinely turns over money to one that promptly closes down 
doesn’t reflect somewhat on the judgment at the OVW end of operations.  Ironically in this situation, some 
of the inquiring letters from the OAG’s office were signed “Bill Lockyer,” but as Californians know, this 
career politician (and with a respectable career near the top of the state:  Attorney General, Treasurer, etc.) 
on his third marriage to a woman 30 years his junior, which has since become somewhat of a tabloid soap 
opera, as she became (while employee of the DA’s office in Alameda County) Executive Director of the 
FJC in this county, which also had to be hunted down to incorporate. (I have detailed some of this on my 
MisogynyMustGo blog as well as FamilyCourtMatters, both wordpress).

I couldn’t make this up.  I’m not a screenwriter, but it sounds like a great script for anyone who is.  
First, the FJC was originally intended (so its own documents say) not to stop domestic violence or 
child abuse, but set up a “Camp Hope.” Apparently the founders figured what victims and their 
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children really needed was a therapeutic vacation time with (or without) their kids -- and not justice, 
safety, or due process in the courts, or to become aware that welfare reform has had an effect on 
divorcing men and women regarding custody outcomes.  Don’t take my word -- go look up the tax 
returns and read through them!

But before I do, I want to emphasize the contrast between those returns and the fantastic 
reception this concept is getting in other places -- like police departments.  And, district 
attorneys’ offices.  Although I, as a Californian and habitual reader of certain look-up websites 
(like the state Registry of Charitable Trusts and Secretary of State “Search Business Entities”) 
know that nothing yet [@date of this doc’t] has shown on the Charitable Registry site to even 
indicate that the “National Family Justice Center Alliance” (a.k.a. formerly San Diego Family Justice 
Foundation) has even changed its name to Alliance for Hope (though somehow, the Secretary of 
State does reflect this)....here’s a coordinated community response from Oklahoma City about 
another one about to open.  

Shown at the “City of Oklahoma Notification Portal” something I’m sure Oklahomans read for fun in 
their spare time routinely ... (??)

Planning Study Begins for OKC Family Justice Center
Date Posted: 9/21/2015 8:03:48 AM

Details:
Oklahoma City puts Families First by Starting the

Planning Process for a Family Justice Center
Oklahoma City puts Families First by Starting the

Planning Process for a Family Justice Center
Oklahoma City puts Families First by Starting the

Planning Process for a Family Justice Center

September 21, 2015 – The Oklahoma City Police Department (OKCPD) welcomes Casey Gwinn and his team from 
the Family Justice Center Alliance, a project of Alliance for Hope International, on September 
22-24, 2015 for a Family Justice Center (FJC) Study Tour. Casey Gwinn is President of the Family  Justice 
Center movement. OKCPD has invited the Mr. Gwinn and his team to help Oklahoma City begin the planning 
process for a FJC here in Oklahoma City. The purpose of the FJC  is to help survivors of family  violence and their 
families get the resources and support they  need at one location – bringing together police officers, prosecutors, 
advocates, therapists, civil attorneys, community volunteers, and many others. . . . . . . . . . 
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That is the ALLEGED purpose.   But, continuing, at the bottom, somehow the Oklahoma City Police Department 
knows more than the California Office of Attorney General about when ‘ALLIANCE FOR HOPE 
INTERNATIONAL” came into being.  Certainly  more than any  one not “in on”  the evolving replication 
process...Meanwhile, curious people are encouraged to contact the LCMSW, NACP, via the police department (i.e., 
a government civil servant) for more on this deal.   What is “NACP”??  This Kim Garrett? Anyhow, afterwards, a 
glowing description of Alliance for Hope’s many programs:

To learn more about the Oklahoma City Family  Justice Center, please contact Kim Garrett, LMSW, NACP, Family 
Justice Center Project Director at the Oklahoma City  Police Department: 405-297-3422 or by  email: 
kimberly.garrett@okc.gov.  

About Alliance for HOPE International Alliance for HOPE International (Alliance) operates the Family 
Justice Center Alliance, the Training Institute on Strangulation Prevention, Camp HOPE America, the Justice Legal 
Network, and the VOICES Survivor Network. The Founders of the Alliance launched the nationally  recognized San 
Diego Family  Justice Center in 2002. The San Diego Family Justice Center was featured on Oprah and was the 
inspiration for the President's Family Justice Center Initiative in 2003. At the request of the U.S. Department of 
Justice, Casey Gwinn and his team were asked to take a leadership role to support new and developing Family 
Justice Centers across the country. Within two short years, the Alliance team helped open 15 federally funded 
Family Justice Centers. Today, there are more than 90 operational Centers in the United States with international 
Centers in ten countries.  There are over 100 Centers currently  developing in the United States, Europe, the Middle 
East, Africa, and Central America.

Now you know why they need a large travel budget ....

The next day, Sept. 22, 2015, a promo piece (similar) in NewsOK repeated the basic 
mythology, quoting Garrett. You must answer a survey  to read short article. 0 comments, comments 
disabled... 

How appropriate that the forum was held in the “Hall of Mirrors.”  In this case, however, 
I think “smoke and mirrors” might be more appropriate:

..A public forum held Tuesday in the Civic Center's Meinders Hall of Mirrors included 
remarks from the mayor, police chief and project director.
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